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Free energy of solid solutions and phase diagrams via quasiharmonic lattice dynamics
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We show how a configurational lattice dynamics technique, in which the free energy of a number of
configurations is determined directly by means of a fully dynamic structural minimization, can be used to
calculate thermodynamic properties of solid solutions and phase diagrams. No assumptions are made as to the
nature of the solution andboth configurationaland vibrational entropy contributions are determined directly.
Only a small number of configurations are required. We illustrate the method using MnO/MgO, for which our
results support the recent experiments of Wood, Hackler, and Dobson@Contrib. Mineral. Petrol.115, 438
~1994!# who, in contrast to previous workers, suggest the formation of a complete solid solution at tempera-
tures only above 1100 K.
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Solid solutions, alloys, and grossly nonstoichiomet
compounds present considerable challenges to the theo
cian, as does the calculation of absolute free energy. Cera
solid solutions in particular are often strongly nonideal a
approaches such as the cluster variation method~CVM!,1

widely used for metallic alloys, often perform poorly. In a
dition, despite the importance of accurate thermodyna
data for oxide solid solutions in such areas as ceramic fa
cation and design and mineralogy, accurate thermodyna
data are rare.

We have recently developed a highly efficient method
the fully dynamic structure optimization of large unit cell2

that uses lattice statics and quasiharmonic lattice dynam
~QLD!. We calculate the full set of free-energy first deriv
tives analytically, and afull minimization of the free energy
with respect to all structural variables for large unit cells
possible. The accurate calculation of the free energy
QLD is quick and computationally efficient and does n
resort to lengthy thermodynamic integration. Here we sh
this can be used for thefree energiesof solid solutions~in-
cluding DHmix andDSmix! and phase diagrams. The meth
is readily extended to elevatedT and highP; no a priori
assumptions are made regarding the configurational ent
contribution and the vibrational contribution is also eva
ated straightforwardly.

We illustrate our approach using MnO/MgO, for whic
not only are there several sets of experimental entha
data3,4 but also conflicting reports of the phase diagram.
shown in Ref. 5, the experiments of Raghavan, Iyengar,
Abraham6 suggest a consolute temperature,Tc , as low as
600 K, whereas the results of Wood, Hackler, and Dobs7

are consistent with a much largerTc ~'1100 K! and a mark-
edly asymmetric phase diagram. The data of Ref. 6 are
deed surprising given the CaO/MgO phase diagram, in wh
there is a large two-phase region, and the mismatch in io
radii between Mn21 and Mg21, which is substantial although
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smaller than between Ca21 and Mg21. A further aim of this
paper is to attempt to resolve this issue.

In principle the solid solution can assume any state, i
each atom can be at any position. However, the only state
practical importance away from the melting point will be
the bottom ofK local minima in the energy of the system
i.e., they will correspond to a given configuration. For ea
configurationk, we suppose there arenk states that corre-
spond to small or moderate changes in the internal and
ternal lattice strains. We ignore states corresponding to la
changes in these strains, which have high energies and s
not contribute significantly to the equilibrium properties
the system. We designate a state of the system by the
~kl!, where k51...K labels the configuration andl
51 . . .nk is the detailed state within that. The energy
such a state can be denotedekl . The partition functionZ is

Z5(
k

K

(
l

nk

exp~2bekl!, b51/~kBT!, ~1!

and the ensemble average of an observableA, which has
valueAkl in state~kl! is

^A&5
1

Z (
k

K

(
l

nk

Akl exp~2bekl!. ~2!

Defining

Zk5(
l

nk

exp~2bekl!, Ak5
1

Zk
(

l

nk

Akl exp~2bekl!, ~3!

it can be seen thatZk andAk are the partition function and
ensemble average ofA pertaining to a particular configura
tion k, and^A& may be rewritten

^A&5
(k

KAkZk

(k
KZk

. ~4!
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The appropriate thermodynamic potential for the configu
tion k is given by

Fk52kBT ln Zk . ~5!

Substituting forZk in Eqs.~1! and ~4! respectively gives

F52kBT ln (
k

K

exp~2bFk!, ^A&5
(k

KAk exp~2bFk!

(k
K exp~2bFk!

.

~6!

We thus have expressions for the averages of any therm
namic observableA and the free energyF in terms of ther-
modynamic quantities obtained at particular configuratio
The thermodynamic averaging is performed over the res
of a set of full free-energy minimizations of different a
rangements of the cations within a supercell. Our configu
tional lattice dynamics approach to solid solutions uses
isobaric-isothermal ensemble, in which the corresponding
sults are

H5
(k

KHk exp~2bGk!

(k
K exp~2bGk!

, G52kBT ln (
k

K

exp~2bGk!,

~7!

whereGk is the free energy for the relaxed structure of ea
possible cation arrangement. In practice we rewriteG as

G52kBT ln K2kBT lnS (
k

K

exp~2bGk!/K D , ~8!

whereK is the total number of possible configurations for t
supercell considered. The first term in Eq.~8! thus represents
the ideal term, and the second the deviation from idea
We note that previous work8,9 has assumed justone, often
the most regular, arrangement and calculated its entha
with or possibly without relaxation, either using lattice sta
ics or by anab initio method. For other than the smalle
supercells~16 atoms! it is impractical to sum over allK
configurations and all summations in Eqs.~7! and ~8! are
restricted toK8 configurations chosen at random;K in the
second term of Eq.~8! is replaced byK8. We show later
convergence can be reached using a manageable valu
K8.

Figure 1 shows calculated values ofDHmix at 1000 K for
MnO/MgO, using potentials from Ref. 10.DHmix was deter-
mined using QLD and a unit cell of 128 atoms and 2
randomly chosen arrangements. The enthalpies of mixing
64-atom cells~averaging over either 475 configurations
over 32!, and 32-atom cells~using only 32 arrangements! are
almost identical but substantially smaller than those from
16-ion cell ~averaging over all arrangements!.11 A previous
study9 of MnO/MgO used the same potentials with a 16-i
cell and often a single configuration, both of which a
insufficient for convergence. The size of the cell is mo
important than the number of configurations. Neverthele
thesmallnumber of configurations required is striking. Als
shown in Fig. 1 are values ofDHmix at 1000 K obtained
using an exchange Monte Carlo simulation12 ~MCX! in
which random moves of each atom are attempted as we
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random exchanges between Mn and Mg ions. These ex
sive calculations use a box size of 512 ions, and 43107

steps, following an equilibration of 13107 steps. There is
excellent agreement between QLD and MCX, even thou
the former uses vastly less configurations than the latter
neglects higher-order anharmonic terms. QLD is a very e
cient means of allowing for thermal effects. The calculat
DHmix at 1000 K is symmetric with a maximum'5.4
kJ mol21. Agreement with Ref. 4 is good; the results do n
show the asymmetry reported in Ref. 3.

For comparison values calculated using a ‘‘mean-fiel
approach13 are also plotted in Fig. 1. If local structural relax
ation or clustering is important, then these mean-field res
will be poor, since these effects are averaged out in suc
treatment. Figure 1 shows that this is indeed the case.
effects of the relaxation of the local atomic environments
each cation can also be seen by repeating the calcula
without this relaxation. In theabsenceof relaxation of the
basis atoms in the supercell the enthalpy of mixing at 100
for a 50/50 composition is'9 kJ mol21, again far in excess
of our value of 5.4 kJ mol21.

Our results forDHmix are sufficiently encouraging that w
have examined the use of the QLD approach for entropie
mixing via Eq.~7! and differentiation with respect toT. En-
tropies of mixing, which should be a sensitive test for o
approach, are shown atT51000 K in Fig. 2~a!. Figure 2~b!
shows the rapid convergence ofDSmix for a 50/50 composi-
tion with cell size and with number of configurations. Use
just one configuration (K851) leads to a very poor
estimate,14 as can be seen from Fig. 2~b!. For each cell size,
results for two different sets of randomly chosen configu
tions are shown. The QLD approach thus produces adeq
convergence even forDSmix with relatively small cells. In
this case the total entropy of mixing is close to the ide
entropy of mixing.

It is important to stress thatDSmix includesboth configu-
rational and vibrational contributions; for dilute solid solu

FIG. 1. Calculated values ofDHmix at 1000 K for MnO/MgO
using configurationally averaged lattice dynamics~QLD!. For com-
parison purposes, values obtained using exchange Monte Carlo
the mean-field theory as described in the text, are also given.
sets of experimental data~RG, Ref. 3, GP, Ref. 4! are shown.
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tions the relative contributions of each can be estimated f
the calculated point-defect entropies at constant pressuresp ,
of a Mn21 substitutional defect in MgO or a Mg21 defect in
MnO, calculated using a large supercell~here 216 ions!.15

When a Mg21 ion in MgO is replaced by Mn21, sp is '18.4
J K21 mol21 at 1000 K. This vibrational contribution is pos
tive since it is dominated by the heavier Mn21 and the ex-
pansion of the lattice it produces, both of which decre
frequencies. Overall,DSmix is larger than the ‘‘ideal’’ value
and, usingsp , we estimate a vibrational contribution t
DSmix of 0.14 J mol21 K21 for a composition 12.5% MnO
which is'4.5% of the total value. When a Mn21 ion in MnO
is replaced by Mg21, sp'214.8 J mol21 K21 at 1000 K, and
for a composition 12.5% MgO, the vibrational contributio
to DSmix is '7% of the total value. The vibrational entropie
for the lowest energy configurations found for the 50/50 m
ture suggest a vibrational contribution toDSmix also of'7%,
of the same order as for the two dilute compositions.
often assumed,DHmix andDSmix vary only slightly withT.

The calculation of the free energy of mixing presents
severe test of our model sinceDHmix and2TDSmix are often
very close in magnitude. Larger cell sizes and a greater n

FIG. 2. ~a! Calculated values ofDSmix at 1000 K as a function
of composition. The ideal values are also shown.~b! Calculated
values ofDSmix at 1000 K for a 50/50 mixture as a function of ce
size and number of configurations. For each cell size, results
two different sets of randomly chosen configurations are shown
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ber of configurations are required. For MnO/MgO we ha
found that a cell size of 128 atoms and 250 configuratio
are sufficient to ensure adequate convergence in the posi
of the two minima in theDGmix vs composition curve. Fig-
ure 3~a! shows the calculated variation ofDGmix for this cell
size over a wide range ofT. The crucial importance of al-
lowing for atomic relaxation is shown strikingly in Fig. 3~b!,
which compares calculatedDGmix vs composition curves a
1000 K with and without relaxation. In the absence of rela
ation DGmix is positivefor all compositions studied.

From Fig. 3~a! and the construction of common tangen
to the curves with a double minimum we extract the calc
lated phase diagram shown in Fig. 4. We estimate the c
solute temperature to lie between 1160 and 1170 K, and
our results provide strong support for the experimental
sults of Wood, Hackler, and Dobson,7 ruling out the forma-
tion of a complete solid solution at temperatures as low
600 K, as suggested by the data of Raghavan, Iyengar,
Abraham.6 Although our calculatedDHmix vs composition
curve is symmetric, our calculated phase diagram posses
marked asymmetry with MnO less soluble in MgO th

or
FIG. 3. Calculated values ofDGmix . Results for a 128-atom cel

~a! as a function of composition over a wide range ofT and ~b! at
1000 K as a function of composition, with and without atom
relaxation.
3-3
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MgO in MnO. The same type of asymmetry is also obser
in the CaO/MgO system, with the smaller cation m
soluble in CaO than the larger cation in MgO. The ph
diagram obtained from the measurements of Wood, Hac
and Dobson7 is more asymmetric than that calculated. I
worth noting the conclusions of de Villiers, Buseck, a
Steyn,5 who emphasize the large experimental errors
suggest that the asymmetry should be smaller.

A common model for solid solutions assumes a subre
lar solution and the Margules approximation.16 A much bet-
ter fit to our results forGexcessis obtained including also
fourth-order term. It is straightforward to extract the sp
odal, which defines the region where a single phase is ki
cally unstable with respect to two separate phases. The

FIG. 4. Calculated phase diagram and spinodal for MnO/Mg
i

l
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culated spinodal is given in Fig. 4 together with th
extracted by de Villiers, Buseck, and Steyn5 from the experi-
mental data of Ref. 7.

In summary, we have demonstrated how the rapid ca
lation of the free energy via quasiharmonic lattice dynam
can be used to calculate thermodynamic properties of s
tions over wide ranges ofT includingDHmix andDSmix , and
phase diagrams. Disorder problems are often tackled by
ing a general Ising model, simplified by limiting interaction
to a short range and a finite number of multisite couplin
Such an approach is awkward to parametrize for ionic sol
where relaxation is crucial, and to apply over a range oT
andP. It is not readily generalized to less symmetric stru
tures, to which we also wish to apply the general method
ogy outlined here. In our methodology, no assumptions
made as to the nature of the solid solution. Calculated en
pies of mixing includeboth configurational and vibrationa
contributions. It is an attractive strategy below the Deb
temperature (QD) where classical Monte Carlo and molec
lar dynamics fail due to neglect of quantum effects and so
particularly appropriate here whereQD for MgO is 900 K
and for MnO is 500 K. The technique is limited only by th
accuracy of the quasiharmonic approximation, which bre
down with increasing amplitude of vibration and hence
high T; it breaks down for oxides typically around two-third
of the melting point. Further work is in progress to devel
this technique, which we denote configurational lattice d
namics, and apply it to more complex systems.
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